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Eclectic Engineering
"DON'T PANIC"
- Advice from The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy

W

ords of advice that are also
applicable to robot builders (and
those who write about robots). Here are
some more eclectic tidbits that may interest roboticists, automata afficinatios,
and the rest of us ...

Bye-bye DIPS?

Q

An IC packaging study quoted in
the June '92 Radio Electronics shows
surface mount technology (SMT)
packages are 22% f th world arket
now, with dual-inline packages (DIP) at

by Mike Tarrant

41 %. By 1997 SMT increases to 36%
while DIP plummet to 3%. Single inline
packages, chip carrier, and pin grid array
packages also show increases. Will this
mean shorter DIP supplies for us, or a
healthy surplus market as manufacturers
switch over to SMTI

Moto K1
My MC68HC705Kl In-Circuit
Simulator board arrived last week, and
much to my dismay it won't connect to
my parallel port On my computer, the
connector is recessed into the back of
the case far enough to prevent me from
plugging the board in. @$%*& (loosely
translates as "Rats!"). A short extender
cable will fix the problem and make it
easier to connect the simulator to
projects in development

Robot Bug
The same issue of RE has plans for
building a simple robot "bug". It turns
and backs away from obstacles it hits
with its antenna-like bumpers. Relays
and 555s form its "smarts". A complete
robot ki (mi u batteries) is available
for$39.95 .

In the mean time, I have been
reading the manuals (3) and tney are
Please see Eclectlc on p . 6

Build the SPI Spy

by Bob Nansel

0
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ne powerful feature of newer
microcontrollers is their ability to
directly interface to synchronous serial
I/O chips such as the TLC540 ND
convertor. SPI-type interfaces allow you
to interface to a multitude of SPI
compatible chips with only four signals
(MISO, MOSI, SCK, and SS\).
Though SPI ports aren't hard to use,
sometimes it would be handy if you
could observe the traffic in an SPI port.
Here's a circuit that allows you to
capture the back and forth data on any
SPI-type interface.
Simply tap into MISO, MOSI, SCK,
and the particular Slave Select of interest
and the SPI Spy will display the binary
data as it is transmitted. Be sure to put
breakpoints or delay loops in your code,
or you'll see nothing but a blur!
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Keeping the Robot Market in Motion

S

ometimes in our quest to build
RoboB utler we forget the faithful
robot servants we already have.
According to the Robotics Industries
Association (RIA), industrial robot arms
such as welders, pick-and-place machines, painters, etc. accounted for about
half of the 4500 robots shipped last year.
That may not sound like many, but that is
10% of the total installed base of 43,000
robots in this country and represents a
$4 70 million investment in robotics.
That's right, almost a half billion. Never
let anyone tell you there isn't a market
for robots yet
Industrial robot arms may be less
glamorous than RoboButler, but we have
to face the fact that these lowly robots
pay the bills in this business. You want to

Forget robot turtles ...
build the robots that
build cars. It's just
common sense.
build robots? Fine. Go where the real
money is, and design industrial manipulators. Forget robot turtles and build the
robots that build the cars. It's just
common sense, right?
But is that true?
Automotive robots are only half the
story. Remember, of those 43,000 robots, half were not automotive robots at
all. While there has been a drop in new
robot orders this year because of the recession, there has been an increase in
less traditional robot applications such
as packaging chocolates, palletizing frozen pizza, delivering meals in hospitals,
and securing buildings. What do these
applications have in common? All are
extremely cost sensitive, making a low
cost robot a must. The last two also re-

quire the robot be mobile and semiautonomous.
Effective mobile robots can be realized with a minimum of two degrees of
freedom (after all, the family car has
only two degrees of freedom, and that
doesn't hinder us from driving where we
want to go). A typical industrial robot
arm has five or six degrees of freedom,
three translational and three rotational
degrees being the minimum needed to
manipulated an object with arbitrary
orientation and position. Motor size
being equal, a mobile robot will be one
third to one half the cost of a manipulator just because it has two thirds fewer
motors. And for all those degrees of
freedom, a fixed robot ann is completely
useless a millimeter beyond its work
envelope.
The market for mobile robots is
small now, but these machines-not
manipulators-will drive the market in
coming years. This will happen for three
reasons. First, mobile robots will enjoy
a larger market because they are cheaper
to fool around with, thus more
applications will be tried and more
successes generated. Second, mobile robots in particular are hot research topics;
robot arms are a mature technology
compared to mobile robots, so mobile
robots will improve faster than anns.
Third, most of the world is beyond the
reach of robot manipulators; mobile robots will have a larger market because
they can be used in more places.
A usually unstated fourth reason is
that mobile robotics is more fun, very
important in the development of truly
new technologies . Imagination and
whimsey drive technology as much as
economics.
Mobile robotics offers more variety,
too. Sanyo Electric Co. has built an experimental solar powered robot blimp,

the first in the world. This 7-meter-long
airship, named the "Solar Egg," is powered by a I kg solar cell system, with 5.2
m2 of photovoltaic cells that generate 31
A at 9 V. The cell modules used are 0.12
mm thick and pack 275 mW per gram.
The PV cells charge NiCd batteries
which in turn supply power to the onboard electronics and four propellor
motors. The craft has a maximum speed
of 6.2 mph and can carry a CCD video
camera. Sanyo has plans for a future
commercial version of the Solar Egg that
could do ground observation for agricultural and geological surveys, or
perhaps as a relay station for broadcasting or emergency communications.
In robotics, mobility is like the
difference between plants and animals.

Imagination and
wh imsey drive
technology as much
as economics.
Plants have enjoyed tremendous evolutionary success, but they can't cope with
rapid changes in the demands of their
environments. Changes that wipe out
entire populations of plants are of much
less concern to animals; animals can often just amble off somewhere else and
do fine.
Granted, plants have evolved their
own forms of mobility in a multitude of
seed dispersion strategies. That many of
these strategies depend on animals to do
the moving should not be forgotten . Robot manipulators will come to depend on
mobile robots in the same fashion.
Mobility is not a luxury; it is central
to the future of robotics. Mobility is
decisive.
The Editor
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Executive Council Notes

T

by Michael Thyng

he newly formed, marginally
official Executive Council of the
Seattle Robotics Society met on your
behalf a couple of times since last
meeting. There were five of us: SRS
President Karl Lunt, VP Mike Tarrant,
Secretary/Treasurer Jeff Sandys, Events
Coordinator Michael Thyng, and Encoder Editor Bob Nansel.

I could tell you all the subjects we discussed, but let's get to the point. The
point is, we need to agree on what the
purpose of the Seattle Robotics Society
is-and isn't. We could discuss this at a
meeting, but the five spent so long, and
made so little progress that we decided
to deal with it through the Encoder and
via our BBS (206) 362-5267

We originally got together to figure
out how to keep the organization going
financially. We needed to figure out
what things we needed to spend money
on. That, in tum, made us face the issue
tf where we are headed so we could decide where the money should go.

Put in writing your idea of the
mission of the SRS, how we should
spend the money, what kinds of activities we should sponsor, how often we
should have contests, IF we should have
contests... you get the idea.

Then think about how we might raise the
kind of money it will take to make the
organization go. We want to continue to
fund the Encoder (we make certain
assumptions) and other things. So we
need an income structure that will let us
do that.
We have the talent with the five of
us to work the numbers and come up
with the least cost option for offering the
features we decide on. Your mission, if
you're willing to accept it, is to distribute your ideas to us. We'd like to finish
this stuff by fall, so please give it your
attention.

G

The President Says ...

R

oger Johnson, a newcomer to the
SRS, kindly offered to make a
small set of copies of the MIT robotics
manual I mentioned in the May meeting.
If you would like to talk to Roger about
shipping you a copy, give him a call at
(206) 223-9326. Expect to pay about
three dollars for the paper, plus shipping
costs if you want it mailed. Roger donated his time and the use of his office
equipment to make these copies for the
club. Thanks, Roger, for your support!

0

I recently talked to Don Golding,
VP of technical programs for the Robotic Society of Southern California, about
our upcoming Yards of Robots. He said
his group has a similar activity in August
2, and members of his club have a problem familiar to us all.
They would like to compete in both
club's contests, but some don't have a
robot yet. Don proposed a novel idea.

by Karl Lunt

He suggested "Adopt-a-Robot."
He would transport (exact method
to be determined) one or more robots
from his club to compete in our events.
One or more people here in Seattle could
run the robots as their own. In exchange,
some of our members will transport
some of our robots to his club for entry
in that contest.
I like the idea.. .if you want to contact Don about this, give him a call at
home at (714) 794-8325 or Jerry Burton
at (714) 535-8161..
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Adventures in Surplus Land

The Asnosm ia Line

Vetco Deals

V

etco has three-digit odometer
type potentiometer dials for IOturn pots with 1/4 " shafts. These 000 to
999 count units have locks, 2k pots and
sell for $4.95. What are they good for?
Buy two, stow the 2k pots, get IO-turn
lk and 1 meg pots and build a simple
resistance substition box.
The plastic knob is press-fit on. It
pulls off to reveal a pair of 3/64" hex
alien screws.

Get pots with shafts between 3/8" and
7/16" long, or cut longer shafts to fit.
The dial unit mounts on the mounted
pot's shaft, with an 11/16" dia., 3/16"
deep hole in its back which fits over the
pot's mounting nut and lock washer.
A 1/8" wide plastic peg located 3/4"
above the center of the pot mounting
hole on the back of the dial unit keeps it
from rotating.

SpontaneQu
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by Lance Keizer

W

by Lance Keizer

hat features should a robot base
have?
Controllable movement is the minimum requirement for a crude base.
Detectors for collision response would
be a rudimentary advance. Edge of floor
detection should complete preservation
sensor requirements. Movement encoding and battery monitor would allow
for maintenance.
The simplest of bases should include motion control, collision detectors
with elementary collision response
which overrides commands which result
in collisions. (Add edge of floor

avoidance here.)
Movement feedback and power
monitor should be standard base
features.
Advanced bases should have the
ability to recharge when needed.
Most of this does not require a large
or heavy base. If your base weighs more
than forty pounds, include some form of
direct control in your design. LR., tether,
pendant, voice, follow the beacon, radio,
etc., are all candidates, but try to make it
real-time, rather than punching in button
sequences.

I

layed down a simple test route with
a Papermate permanent wide-tip
marker on 3" wide white butcher paper
strips . On her first try, Asnosmia
swerved wide, found the line, mirrored
motions repeatedly in a serpentine
waddle. A 10" radius emphasized abrupt
course corrections. Asnosmia was
unable to negotiate a 4" radius turn.
Close examination revealed the paper
trail distorted by the carpet bulging up
between Asnosmia's three pivoting
wheels (which support 40 lbs of robot).
Two more attempts worked fine, but
Asnosmia lost track on run number four.
It's not consistently repeatable, working
more often than not, though. A 1.5"
radius turn always eludes my present
system.
I consider these to be good results
for two reflectance detectors with
Asnosmia running at normal speed.
Future goals: lower contrast line
detection, greater detection range, 90
turns, line intersection detectors, deadend detection, line finding .. .lt'll keep me
and Asnosmia busy for a while, yet
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cybERNETic dREAMi~'
amateur robotics ,n california

by Frank Jenkins

San Francisco Robotics Society
he topic of discussion at the May
meeting was the upcoming Robot
Races at the Exploratorium.

T

The maze will be more complex this
time, with more required turns and a Tintersection with a dead-end.

The new scoring method for the
Slalom and Maze competitions was
agreed on. The new formula is Score =
Time * Autonomy, where Autonomy is
either 1, 2 or 3 depending on whether the
robot is fully autonomous, a linefollower or manually controlled, respectively. The lower the score, the better.

Four possibilities for the "New
Event" were also discussed. Brad
Smallridge suggested a Robotic Football
Throwing contest (a "quarterback" robot
throws an object to a "wide-receiver"
robot). There was some discussion of
Richard Amoroso's Robotic La..er Tag
suggestion, but Richard was not there to

defend his propo!al. Various permutations of a Robotic Obstacle Course
contest were also debated. The final decision went to Roger Gilbertson who
(using a prop) enthusiastically promoted
his Electrical Outlet Recognition event.
The robot must find and plug into a
standard duplex electrical outlet mounted somewhere on the maze wall at an
unknown height (8" to 12").

0
Palo Alto Hombrew Robotics Club

L

ongtime Homebrew sponsor Dick
Prather discussed the "Isaac" series
of robots that he has designed over the
years.
The original Isaac was designed in
the early '80s to show that a useful robot
could be built using readily-available
materials. Issac, made mostly out of
construction plywood, weighed about 50
pounds and had a 12" by 18" rectangular
base with the drive wheels on either side
and castors in front and back. The "torso" was a tall three-sided box (open at
the front) mounted to the base on a lazySusan bearing, bringing the overall
height to about 4 feet

0

Within the torso was mounted a
two-link cable actuated arm that could
lift as much as 5 pounds. The wrist had
both up-and-down and rotational
movement. The unique gripper had two
fixed fingers with a third moveable finger between them. Motor control was

with a National Semi 8073 8-bit processor using control-BASIC.
P-lssac was similar to Issac, but was
smaller and constructed from ABS plasic
sheet and PVC pipe. The torso was covered with an inverted plastic garbage can
(with a slot cut in the front) and it had a
"head" made from a clear plastic salad
bowl. The processor was a 6502. P-Isaac
was intended to be produced in volume,
but only four were built
Then there was Zeno, created to be a
movie star. Zeno was also plywood but
was much larger (about 5.5 feet tall) and
much heavier (120 pounds) than the
original Isaac. A notable improvement
was that the "shoulder" of the arm could
be moved up and down on a rackslide,
significantly enlarging the arm's
working envelope. The arm could lift up
to 15 pounds and sported a gripper designed for crushing oranges!
A 8073 processor combined with an

Intel 8255 allowed remote control using
both radio and 1/R links. Zeno appears in
the movie "Creator" where it can be seen
messily making orange juice and
(through the magic of SFX) throwing
large electrical charges from its gripper.
To make it look more complex, Zeno
was given an old removable-disk-case
"head" and had many other useless items
attached to it
SARAH was the last of the series. It
was similar to Isaac but had a larger base
with the drive wheels in front and
castors on the rear comers. Like Zeno,
the arm's shoulder could be moved up
and down.
After Dick's talk, Brad Smallridge
presented the latest SFRS Robot Races
information. There was also a general
discussion of whether it was possible to
have a combined SFRS/Homebrew entry
in the July AAAI robot contest.
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TOOLING

UP

by Bob Nansel

robotics on a budget

L

ast time I showed how to put
together a low cost variable
temperature soldering station, and the
time before that how to get good low
cost electronics handtools. Electronics is
more than just cutting wires and
soldering them back together again,
though.
You need to measure what is going
on in those wires-the currents, voltages
and resistances. The Level Otoolkit must
have at minimum a multitester, either an
analog Volt-Ohm Meter (VOM), or a
Digital Volt Meter (DVM). Although
generally available for twenty years,
DVMs are still more expensive than

their analog counterparts. For equivalent
specs, the DVM will cost 10 to 20 %
more than the old fashioned VOM.
VOMs also can do things that
DVMs can't, like monitoring slowly
varying signals. The DVM just shows a
confusing sequence of numbers that
makes it difficult to detect trends, while
the needle on a VOM will clearly show
direction and rate of change. VOMs are
more delicate than DVMs and can easily
be damaged by carelessness when
making measurements.
So which would be the better long
term investment? For the beginner, the
extra ruggedness of a DVM is important.

Eventually, you will want to have both
instruments in your robotics toolkit.
An excellent DVM for the beginner
would be the Radio Shack 23-range
Digital Multimeter (RS# 22-185,
$59.95). While the price is double the
$30 our Tooling Up budget allows a
month, it really is necessary and you
should either save for a few months, go
overbudget, or con someone into giving
it to you as a gift for Christmas or your
birthday. If you really must stay within
the $30 budget, then I can recommend
the very basic DM78 Card Size Digital
Multimeter available from Active
Electronics (Active # 69195, $29.95).

Free Catalog

Strange New World

Nano Power Devices is offering
their Embedded Solutions Catalog free.
It contains information on sensors, controllers, displays, I/0 devices and "lots
of fun toys". I like that kind of attitude.
Their ad in the Junelluly '92 Circuit

I've recently started exploring the
UNIX and Usenet world at work. As the
unfrozen caveman lawyer states in the
Saturday Night Live skit," ... your strange
world frightens and confuses me... "

Eclectic conJinuedfromp. J

excellent Beginners will find ''Understanding Small Microcontrollers" full of
helpful hardware descriptions and software examples. Wyle Labs (Bellevue)
had mine on my doorstep five days after
I mailed them my check.

TSL250/1/2
Texas Instruments has another interesting optical product out. ..
It is a light-to-voltage sensor that
features a photodiode, op amp,
'
and feedback components on a
single chip. All of this is in a
package the size of a plastic
2N2222 transistor . The advantage of this integration? Noise
immunity, stable response, and
low supply current needs (800 uA
at Vdd = 5V). The 250 version is for
low light applications, the 251 medium,
and the 252 high light levels. Price
wasn't listed in the literature I got, but I
would be willing to bet it's around a
buck, or so.

'

Actually what I'm probably
suffering from is information overload. Trying to keep up with the
robotics, DSP, neural net, artificial
intelligence, electronics, and a few
other newsgroups, is hard to do.
What I will try to do is occasionally
~~~&=?'"1 grab interesting stuff from those
l;'.E'. ideas groups and upload it to the SRS
BBS. Look for the file DEVENV. TXT if you are curious about
what development environments
Cellar INK also states that every item is
mobile robotics researchers are using.
supplied with technical info. and
They range from the high-powered, to
application notes. I haven't gotten mine
custom Commodore 64s. Interesting!
yet, so no reviews on its usefulness to
robots, but I'm looking forward to it.
You can request yours by calling 1-800GET DATA.

,.
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This little shirt pocket gem will get the
job done, and it makes a great second
DVM for the more advanced robot
builder.
Another route to staying within
budget would be to go for an old
fashioned (but eminently useable )
analog VOM. Here I would recommend
the Radio Shack 18-range compact (RS#
22-201 , $19.95). Since you would have
another $10 to spend on tools for the
month with this option, I woud also get
their Coiled 6-foot Banana-Plug Test
Leads (sounds like a South American
snake, doesn't it), RS# 278-750, $4.99.
For that matter, if I had the extra
sheckels I would get these same probes
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when I get the DVM, too.
Meters aren't the only basic
measuring tool you ' ll need because
digital electronics is the way of robotics.
Troubleshooting digital circuits with
only a VOM or DVM is possible, but it
is much easier to use a Logic Probe, a
device that gives an indication of the
logic level of the circuit node under test.
You will want a probe that gives an
audible (beeping) indication of logic
level in addition to the visual LED type
display. This feature frees your eyes for
more important tasks, like making sure
the probe tip doesn't short two IC pins
together. The probe's input bandwidth
determines what maximum frequency

pulse train the probe can "see," or what
the shortest pulse that can be captured.
Average logic probes have 10 to 20 MHz
bandwidth and cost $30 to $40. Another
spec to look for is input impedance,
generally the higher the better.
Radio Shack's logic probe
(#22-303) gives you 10 MHz bandwidth,
which allows capture of pulses as short
as 50 ns. The probe also gives an audible
indication, and at $16.95 it is a great
deal. All of the other probes I looked at
were twice the cost, so the Radio Shack
logic probe now has a home in my
Tooling Up toolkit.
Next time we'll look at mechanical
tools for the Level Otoolkit

About the Seattle Robotics Society

0

Contributors

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in
learning about and bu ilding robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and
amateurs, highschoo stu<tellts
college rofessors, engineers and tinkerers.
Our passion is the creation of cybernetic creatures that challenge the old
definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
the third Saturday of every month at North Seattle Community College in room
1652. If you are building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet the
gang. We are on an exciting journey and welcome you to join us.
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Upcoming Events
SRS meeting., NSCC rm 1652, 10:00 am.

July 14-16

AAAI robot contest in San Jose

July 18

July SRS meeting.

July 24-26

SRS sponsors Yards of Robots competiton
and exhibition.
2nd G.E.A.R. campout
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State:

Day Phone:
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Jeff Sandys
Seattle Robotics Society
P.O. Box 30668
Seattle, WA 98103-0668
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Membership
$12 per year, February to February
(dues are prorated $1 for each month after February)
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Make your check payable to:

Membership

Zip:
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June 20

August 21 , 22, 23

Editor
Bob Nansel
Circulation
Jeff Sandys
Writers
Lance Keizer
Frank Jenkins
Karl Lunt
Mike Tarrant
Mike Thyng

To electronically submit articles,
letters and news items for the
Encoder, leave E-mail on the SRS
bulletin board:
Robert Nansel @ SRS BBS
206-362-5267
300/1200, 8N1, 24 Hr
To submit hardcopy for the
Encoder, write to:
Bob Nansel, Editor
816 N. 105
Seattle, WA 98133
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